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Dece1nber 19, 1991 
Clemson, South Carolina 
Graduation 
Thursday, December 19, 1991 
11:00 a. m. Littlejohn Coliseum 
ORDER OF CEREMONIES 
(Audience will please stand as faculty and candidates march In and 
remain standing for the invocation) 
Invocation 
The Reverend Steve Price 
Presbyterian Student Association 
Conferring of Honorary Degrees 
President Max Lennon 
Recognition of President's Award Recipient 
Address to Graduating Class 
Dr. Frank H. T. Rhodes 
President, Cornell University 
Conferring of Degrees and Delivery of Diplomas 
President Max Lennon 
Welcome to New Alumni 
John Q. Adams Ill 
President, Alumni Association 
Benediction 
Frank W. Breazeale, Organist 
Kevin Davidson, Soloist 
Dr. John H. Walker, University Marshal 
For your convenience, a First Aid station stalled by a Registered Nurse is located at Portal O. 
No smoking is permitted In the seating area of Littlejohn Coliseum. Cigarette receptacles are 
provided around the outer concourse. 
Visitors are not allowed on the floor of the coliseum for photographic or other purposes until 
after the commencement address. Access to the floor of the coliseum will be allowed beginning 
with the conferring of degrees of the doctoral .candidates. Please return to your seat promptly 
after making photographs in order to keep distraction on the floor to a minimum. 
You are requested to refrain from loud expressions of pleasure for individual graduates. Such 
expressions frequently detract from the recognition due the next graduate In line. 
Your cooperation ls respectfully but urgently requested. 
HONORARY DEGREE 
MACK CARISON BRANHAM, JR. 
DOCTOR OF LAWS 
Dr. Mack C. Branham, Jr., distinguished Clemson alumnus, educator, decorated 
military veteran and native South Carolinian, has served as president of Lutheran 
Theological Southern Seminary in Columbia for the past nine years. 
Dr. Branham received his B.S. degree at Clemson in education in June 1953. He 
graduated as a distinguished Army ROTC cadet and was commissioned into the 
infantry. However, the month before graduation, a truce had been declared in the 
Korean War, and he was given a one year deferment from service. 
He decided to enroll at the Seminary in his native Columbia where he would 
return almost 30 years later to serve as its president. Feeling a strong commitment 
to serve his tour of duty, he entered the Army in 1954 for two years, returning to the 
Seminary in 1956 to complete two final years of study. 
After receiving his Master of Divinity degree from Lutheran Theological Southern 
Seminary in 1958, Dr. Branham served as pastor of a Lutheran parish in Lexington, 
S. C. In 1959 he entered the Air Force Chaplain Service and completed Air Force 
Chaplain School in Texas. This began a series of pastoral assignments which have 
taken him to many states and foreign countries, including the Republic of Vietnam, 
where he served as chaplain at Cam Ranh Bay during the height of the war in 
1968-69. 
Dr. Branham also has been chaplain at Sheppard Air Force Base, Texas, Wright-
Patterson AFB, Ohio, Chateauroux Air Station in France, and senior chaplain at 
Charleston AFB. 
In 1979 at age 48, he retired from the Air Force to make the transition to a new 
career in higher education. That same year, Dr. Branham joined the administration 
at Lutheran Theological Southern Seminary as Vice President for Administration. He 
was named President in 1982. Since 1981 he also has served as a professor of 
pastoral care at the Seminary. 
Dr. Branham also holds a Master of Sacred Theology degree from Lutheran 
Theological Southern Seminary (1963); Master of Science in business administration 
from George Washington University (1968); and the Doctor of Philosophy degree from 
Arizona State University (1974). He is a distinguished graduate of the Air Force 
Institute of Technology (1968) . 
His military honors and awards include the Legion of Merit, Bronze Star Medal, 
Vietnam Service Medal, Vietnam Campaign Medal with Five Stars, Academic Achieve-
ment Award, Meritorious Service Medal with Oak Leaf Cluster, Commendation Medal 
with Oak Leaf Cluster, and the National Defense Service Medal with Star. 
His professional affiliations include the American Association for Marriage and 
Family Therapy, clinical member; he is a licensed marriage and family therapist in 
the State of South Carolina; and was a convener, Lutheran Seminary Presidents and 
Deans, 1986-87. Dr. Branham is listed in "Who's Who in Religion," 1984-92; "Who's 
Who in Education," 1991-92; and "Who's Who in the Southeast," 1989-92. 
His achievements have brought great credit to himself, his alma mater, and to 
South Carolina and are held in the highest regard by his fellow alumni. It is a privi-
lege to honor Dr. Mack Branham with the presentation of this honorary degree. 
HONORARY DEGREE 
W. DAVID MAXWELL 
DOCTOR OF LAWS 
Dr. David Maxwell, Clemson's chief academic officer for the past 11 years, has 
provided outstanding leadership for the University's academic development and growth. 
A North Carolinian by birth, he is a native of Fayetteville and earned his A.B. 
(1949) and M.A. (1954) degrees in economics at the University of North Carolina. He 
received the Ph.D. (1958) in political economy from The Johns Hopkins University. 
Dr. Maxwell came to Clemson in 1980 from Texas A&M University where he had 
served as Professor of Economics and Dean of Liberal Arts for 1 O years. He also has 
served on the faculties of the University of South Carolina, Tulane University and 
Indiana University. He also was a visiting scholar at Thammasat University (Bangkok) 
for one year. 
At Clemson he was appointed Professor of Economics, Provost and Vice President 
for Academic Affairs. In 1985-86 he also served as Acting Vice President for Business 
and Finance. 
He is a member of The President's Cabinet, a member of the Advisory Committee 
on Academic Affairs of the State Commission on Higher Education since 1980; and 
institutional representative, State Desegregation Program, S. C., since 1981. 
Dr. Maxwell served on the editorial board of The Journal of Applied Economics 
for several years and since 1978 has served on the editorial board of the Review of 
Regional Economics & Business. He has served as a member of the Commission on 
Colleges of the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools for the past three years 
and served as Chairman of the Association's Ad Hoc Committee on Substantive 
Change. He was Chairman for one year of the Southeastern Association of Chief 
Academic Officers and for the past year has served as Chairman of the Committee on 
Statewide Planning of the S. C. Council of Presidents. 
He has served as an educational consultant to six universities and to The 
Rockefeller Foundation. His memberships include Bretton Woods Committee, Washing-
ton, D. C., 1985-91; Southern Economic Association; American Economic Association; 
and the American Association of University Professors. During his career, Dr. Maxwell 
has received a number of honors and awards in recognition of his excellence in 
teaching. 
Dr. Maxwell is the chief architect of the faculty governance system at Clemson 
and helped create the academic calendar that has allowed students and faculty alike 
greater flexibility. Under his aegis new programs have been designed and begun in 
every college and at every degree level. 
It is a distinct privilege to honor this exceptional leader by awarding him this 
honorary degree. 
HONORARY DEGREE 
FRANK H. T. RHODES 
DOCTOR OF LAWS 
Dr. Frank H. T. Rhodes, now in his 15th year as President of Cornell University, 
is among the most senior in tenure of the presidents of the nation's major research 
universities. 
Dr. Rhodes is a geologist by training who holds the faculty rank of Professor of 
Geology at Cornell. He was elected Cornell's ninth president in 1977 following a nine-
year association with the University of Michigan. During his tenure as Cornell's ninth 
president, the progress enjoyed by the institution has been called truly extraordinary 
and directly linked to the strength and vitality of his leadership. 
Dr. Rhodes was born in Warwickshire, England. He received a B.S. degree with 
first-class honors from the University of Birmingham, England, followed by a Ph.D. 
degree and a D.S. degree from the same institution. He holds honorary degrees from 
20 institutions including Colgate University, The Johns Hopkins University, the Uni-
versity of Illinois, The University of Michigan, and the University of Wales. He is an 
honorary member of Phi Beta Kappa. 
His numerous awards include the Higher Education Leadership Award from the 
Commission on Independent Colleges and Universities, the Distinguished Fellowship 
of the Academy for Educational Development, and the Justin Morrill Award of the 
National Association of the State Universities and Land Grant Colleges. In 1987 he 
was appointed a Fulbright Disinguished Fellow, and in 1989 was elected a Fellow of 
the American Academy of Arts and Sciences. This year he was elected a member of 
the American Philosophical Society. 
He is a Fellow and has served as a council member of the Geological Society. 
He also has served as Vice President of the Paleontological Association and Section 
C of the British Association for the Advancement of Science. Dr. Rhodes has been 
editor of the geology series of the International Library of Science and Technology 
for 29 years. 
In 1989 he was appointed by President Bush to the President's Education Policy 
Advisory Committee. Dr. Rhodes is a former member of the Smithsonian Institution's 
Advisory Research Committee and a former Chair of the Board of Trustees of the 
Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching, a former Chair of the Board of 
Directors of the American Council on Education, and a former Chair of the Execu-
tive Committee of the Association of American Universities. 
He presently is a member of the boards of trustees of The Freedom Forum, the 
Committee for Economic Development and the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation, and 
a member of the boards of directors of the Tompkins County Trust Company, the 
General Electric Company and the National Broadcasting Corp. 
He is the author of more than 70 major scientific articles and monographs, some 
60 articles on education, and five books. He was the senior author of the monograph 
on undergraduate education published by the American Geological Institute. Dr. 
Rhodes has been author, consultant and participant in several educational radio and 
television programs, including the British Broadcasting Corporation television series 
"The Planet Earth" and the BBC radio series " Science, Philosophy and Religion." 
Clemson University holds his achievements and contributions to higher education 
in the highest regard, and it is a pleasure to honor him with the awarding of this 
honorary degree. 
The President1s Award 
WILFRED P. TIENCKEN 
WILFRED P. TIENCKEN 
From designing a retaining wall for Boulder Dam in Colorado to gauging streams 
in Indiana to handling real estate for the United States Deparment of the Navy in 
Washington, D.C., Wilfred Patjens Tiencken has dedicated his life to technological 
advancement and the service of his country. 
Throughout his busy career, both in engineering and law, this 1929 Clemson 
graduate has kept his alma mater in his thoughts. He has returned for reunions when-
ever possible, has served as president of the Clemson alumni club in the nation's 
capital, and is currently president of the class of 1929. 
After his retirement, he and his wife, Helen (now deceased), wanted to help the 
University and honor Mrs. Tiencken's father, George Swygert, also a Clemson engineer. 
They endowed The George Swygert, Class of 1898, and Wilfred P. Tiencken, Class of 
1929 Scholarship to recruit and retain the best students in the College of Engineering. 
Mr. Tiencken believes that education will keep America ahead in this changing 
world. He continues to build on that belief through his generous support for Clemson. 
For outstanding vision, dedication and contribution, we are proud to present The 
President's award to Wilfred P. Tiencken. 
BOARD OF TRUSTEES 
Billy L. Amick, Chairman __________________________ Batesburg 
J. J. Britton, Vice Chairman __________________________ Sumter 
Louis P. Batson, Jr. ------------------------------ Greenville 
W. G. Deschamps, Jr. ____________________________ Bishopville 
Lawrence M. Gressette, Jr. _________________________ Columbia 
Harold D. Kingsmore ---------------------------------- Aiken 
Louis B. Lynn ------------------------------------ Columbia 
Thomas B. McTeer, Jr. ----------------------------- Columbia 
Buck Mickel ------------------------------------- Greenville 
William J. Neely, Jr. --------------------------------- Taylors 
Philip H. Prince ------------------------------ Pawleys Island 
Joseph D. Swann --------------------------------- Greenville 
Allen P. Wood ------------------------------------- Florence 
Trustees Emeriti 
Fletcher C. Derrick, Jr. ___________________________ Charleston 
William N. Geiger, Jr. ------------------.------------ Columbia 
Paul W. McAlister ---------------------------------- Laurens 
Paul Quattlebaum, Jr. ____________________________ Charleston 
James C. Self ----------------------------------- Greenwood 
D. Leslie Tindal ---------------------------------- Pinewood 
James M. Waddell, Jr. ------------------------------ Beaufort 
ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICERS 
Max Lennon ---------------------· President 
W. David Maxwell _________________ Provost and Vice President 
for Academic Affairs 
Hugh J. Clausen __________________ Vice President for 
Administration and 
Secretary of the Board 
of Trustees 
Milton B. Wise --------------------Vice President for 
Agriculture and Natural 
Resources 
David R. Larson ------------------· Vice President for 
Business and Finance 
Gary A. Ransdell __________________ Vice President for 
Institutional Advancement 
G. Jay Gogue --------------------· Vice President for 
Research and Dean of the 
Graduate School 
Manning N. Lomax ________________ Vice President for Student 
Affairs 
The Academic Procession 
The Academic procession is composed of the faculty, staff, officers, Trustees, and honored 
guests of the University. Faculty enter by college and each college is preceded by its mar-
shal, a senior faculty member, with the college baton, described under University Regalia. 
Following the marshal is the college banner bearer. Each banner is a combination of 
colors that declare the disciplines taught in that college. These colors, which were estab-
lished by the American Council on Education, are as follows: 
College Colors Discipline 
Agriculture Maize Agriculture 
Architecture Brown Fine Arts 
Lilac Architecture 
Commerce & Industry Copper Economics 
Drab Business 
Education Light Blue Education 
Engineering Orange Engineering 
Forest & Recreation Russet Forestry 
Resources Sage Green Recreation Education 
Liberal Arts Dark Blue Philosophy 
White Letters & Humanities 
Cream Social Science 
Library Lemon Library 
Nursing Apricot Nursing 
Sciences Golden Yellow Sciences 
Staff Purple & Orange Academic Support 
Collegiate faculty follow their banner in order of academic rank wearing academic cos-
tumes of medieval origin. Those who have received their degrees from institutions outside 
the United States wear costumes specified by the awarding institutions. 
The academic costumes of faculty whose degrees are from United States' institutions are 
specified by a uniform code maintained by the American Council on Education. Caps are 
black and are usually mortar boards with tassels. Doctors of Philosophy wear gold tassels 
usually of metallic thread; other degrees wear black or discipline colors. 
The bachelors' gown is simple and black with long, pointed sleeves. Masters' gowns, also 
black, are longer than bachelors. Older gowns have sleeves that terminate at the elbow while 
those since 1960 have sleeves extended to the wrist. Doctors' gowns are full, with bell-like 
sleeves. The front is marked by velvet panels and the sleeves are marked by three velvet 
bars. While most gowns are black with black velvet, one variation is to replace black velvet 
with velvet in the discipline color. A second variation is a colored gown usually of the univer-
sity's colors. 
All hoods specify the level of degree, the discipline studied and the awarding institution. 
First, degree level is signified by the size of the hood with bachelors' smallest, masters' lar-
ger, and doctors' quite large and of a different shape. Clemson does not award hoods to 
bachelors. The width of the velvet trim also conveys the degree. Secondly, the discipline is 
indicated by the color of the trim edging the hood to form the throat over the gown. Finally, 
the color of the hood's lining specifies the awarding institution. The colors are displayed in 
combinations that are drawn from heraldry. Notice that the Clemson University hood is lined 
with purple through which is an orange chevron {a "V"). Although many combinations are 
duplicated by dozens of institutions, Clemson is presently the only institution with that reg-
istered combination. 
The officers, trustees, and honored guests wear academic, ecclesiastical, or military re-
galia as set forth by their professions. They are preceded by the University marshal. Clad in 
a gown of office in gold and purple, the marshal wears no hood and bears the University 
mace. At the ceremony's close, the faculty do not exit as a part of the recessional but are 
dismissed, along with students and guests, when the marshal leaves the coliseum. 
The University Regalia 
The University mace is the symbolic representation of the whole of Clemson 
University and must be present at any convocation where the University, through 
its delegated members, is acting officially. At any official convocation such as 
commencement, the University Marshal, carrying the mace, precedes the Presi-
dent into the assembly. The mace rests before the President's chair or speaker's 
stand throughout the ceremony, and its removal from the assembly at the close 
of a convocation is symbolic of the official withdrawal of the University and, thus, 
the close of the proceedings. 
The decorative design of Clemson's mace is derived from the ceremonial 
maces carried by heads of state and church in the Middle Ages. Its basic club-
like shape, however, is much more ancient, probably going back to man's pre-
history. It is made of walnut wood and silver, with the seal of the University in 
gold and the University colors represented by insets of carnelian (orange) and 
amethyst (purple). Amethyst is also the state stone of South Carolina. 
The Presidential chain and seal is symbolic of the authority vested in the 
office of president by the governing body of the University. Only the University 
President may wear it, and while wearing it he speaks for the whole body of the 
institution. Clemson's chain and seal are made of silver and gold, and carnelian 
and amethyst. 
The batons of the college marshals also descend from medieval "staffs of 
office" which were carried by the senior members of departments of state or 
church. They display the seal of the University and the symbolic color of the 
discipline to which the college belongs. Clemson's batons are made of walnut 
wood and silver with the various disciplines inset with enamel. 
The University regalia were designed and executed by Mr. Robert Ebendorf. 
Mr. Ebendorf is twice winner of the Tiffany Award and one of the most acclaimed 
goldsmiths of our era. The enamel plaques for the batons were executed by the 
late Professor Marshall C. Bell, and the lapidary work was executed by the late 
Mr. C. C. Wilson of Clemson University. 
CANDIDATES FOR DOCTORS' DEGREES 
Emmett Ernest Hiatt 111 
GEORGE JAY GOGUE, Dean, Graduate School 
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURAL SCIENCES 
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY 
Agronomy 
B.S., High Point College; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Molecular genetic studies of Meloldogyne-soybean interactions 
Animal Physiology 
Charles Russell Weirich 
B.S., Texas A&M University; M.S., Southwest Texas State University 
High Point, N. C. 
Johnson City, Texas 
Dissertation: Characterization and Alleviation of Selected Aquaculture-Related Stressors In White Bass X 
Stripe Bass Hybrids 
Applied Economics 
Loretta Armllda Singletary ---------------------------------------------------------------- Coward 
B.A., M.S., M.Ed., University of South Carolina 
Dissertation: The Spatial Economic Impact of Highways in South Carolina: An Applied Geographical 
Information Systems Approach to Small Region Analysis 
Plant Pathology 
Elizabeth Lee Bennett Elgin, Ill. 
B.S., Oral Roberts University; M.S., Northern Illinois University 
Dissertation: Effects of Xanthomonas campestrls pv. prunl, Water-Congestion, and Acetylsallcyllc Acid 
on Peach Leaves (Prunus perslca (L.) Baisch) 
Masoud Abessl 
COLLEGE OF COMMERCE AND INDUSTRY 
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY 
Industrial Management 
B.S., Gazalll College of Management; M.S., University of Dallas 
Dissertation: MIS/DSS Expert Systems Based Hierarchical Production Planning 
Textile and Polymer Science 
Yazd, Iran 
Howard LaVann Thomas, Jr. -------------- -------------------------------------- Charlottesville, Va. 
B.S., M.S., Georgia Institute of Technology 
Dissertation: The Effects of Sizing Parameters on Warp Stops in Weaving 
Linda Schevltz Merriam 
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION 
DOCTOR OF EDUCATION 
Vocational and Technical Education 
B.S., University of Maryland at College Park; M.Ed., University of South Carolina 
Greenville 
Dissertation: School Attendance as a Condition of Drivers' Licensure: A Study of West Virginia's 1988 
Law 
Patricia Ann Spaid --------------------------------------------------------------------- Anderson 
B.S., Midwestern State University; M.S., Syracuse University 
Dissertation: The Dynamics of Soclopolitical Change: An Application of Systems and Conflict Theory to 
Events In a School District 
Vallore Anandan 
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING 
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY 
Engineering 
B.S., Indian Institute of Tech-Bombay; M.S., Clemson University 
Madras, India 
Dissertation: A Continuum Based Shell Element (Field of Special ization: Engineering Mechanics) 
Glen Raul Boyd - - --- - - --- ---------------------------------- --- ---------------------- Pacifica, Ca. 
B.S., M.Engr., Tulane University of Lou isiana 
Dissertation : Factors Influencing Nonaqueous Phase Liquid Removal from Groundwater by Alcohol 
Flooding (Field of Specialization: Environmental Systems Engineering) 
WenBin Chang ------- --- --------------- ------------------------------------ - ---- Keelung, Taiwan 
D.l.P., National Taipei Institute of Technology; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: A Study of High-Impedance Fault Detection in Distribution Systems Using a Kalman 
Filtering Approach (Field of Specialization: Electrical Engineering) 
David Greer Hart ---- ------ ------- ---------------- - - --------- - - ---------- - - - - - ------ - West Springs 
B.S., Wofford College; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Adaptive Techniques for Transformer Protection (Field of Specialization: Electrical 
Engineering) 
Vojlslav Dragoljub Kalanovlo --------- --------------------------------------- -- Belgrade, Yugoslavia 
B.S., M.S., University of Belgrade 
Dissertation: Control of Robots with Flexible Transmissions (Field of Specialization: Mechanical 
Engineering) 
Yun-Soo Lim ----------------------- ----- ------------------------ ----- - - ----------- -- Seoul, Korea 
B.S., Seoul National University 
Dissertation: Study of Mesophase Formation and Stabilization from a Petroleum Pitch (Field of 
Specialization: Ceramic Engineering) 
Keith Wayne Martin --- - --- - ------------------ ---- --- --------- - ---------- - - - - - - ----- Cumming, Ga. 
A.S.S.C., Young Harris College ; B.S. , M.S, University of Georgia 
Dissertation : A Technique for Pred icting Mixing in Aquacultural Ponds (Field of Specialization : Agricul-
tural Engineering) 
Mlnisandram Seshadrl Ramesh -------------------------------------------- - - --- ----- Madras, India 
B.E., College of Engineering-Madras; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: A Finite Element Model for the Simulation of Powder Metallurgy Forming Processes Inclu-
ding Metal Matrix Composites (Field of Specialization : Engineering Mechanics) 
John Allen Schmidt -------------------------------------------------------------- Longview, Wash. 
B.S., Wash ington State University; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: The Macrophage Response to Microtextured Silicone (Field of Specialization: Bio-
engineering) 
Elizabeth Gainey Stoner - - - - ------- -------- ------- --------- ------------------------------- Sumter 
B.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: The Effect of Shape on the Tensile Strength of Pitch-Based Carbon Fibers (Field of 
Specialization: Chemical Engineering) 
Eric John Torgerson --- - ---- ---------------- ------ - - ------------ -------------------- Raleigh, N. C. 
B.S., North Carolina State University; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: A Hierarchical Semi-Autonomous Control Scheme for Robot-Assisted Workstations (Field of 
Specialization: Mechanical Engineering) 
Eugene Yu-Chun Wu ------ - ---------------------------------------------- - - ---- Kaohsiung, Taiwan 
D.V.M., National Taiwan University 
Dissertation : Subcutaneous Tissue Response to Surface Textures of Biomaterials - Titanium, Hydroxy-
apatite and Silicone: an In-Vivo Study (Field of Specialization: Bioengineering) 
COLLEGE OF FOREST AND RECREATION RESOURCES 
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY 
Forest Resources 
Caroline Josol Buhlon ---------------------------------------------------------- Bohol, Philippines 
B.S., Vlsayas State College of Agrlc.; M.S., University of the Phlllpplnes 
Dissertation: Characterization and Conservation of Waterlogged Archaeological Wood 
Richard Fessenden Harlow --------------------------------------------------------------- Clemson 
B.S., M.S., University of Maine at Orono; M.S., Virginia Polytechnic Institute end State University 
Dissertation: The Effects of Management Treatments on Biomass, Nutritive Quality, and Utilization of 
Forages on Utility Rights-of-Way 
Parks, Recreation, and Tourism Management 
David Belton Whaley, Jr. ---------------------------------------------------------------- Columbia 
B.S., Allen University; M.S., North Carolina Central University 
Dissertation: Humor as a Moderator of Negative Stress Responses In Incarcerated Adolescent Males 
COLLEGE OF SCIENCES 
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY 
Biochemistry 
Melvin Tod Stoner - ---------------------------------------------------------------- Bartlett, Tenn. 
B.S., Shorter College 
Dissertation: D-Ribulose-1, 5- Blsphosphate Carboxylase/Oxygenase in Thlobaclllus lntermedius 
Chemistry 
Merk Allen Bllladeau ---------------------------------------------------------------- Lockport, Ill. 
B.S., Hope College 
Dissertation: Synthesis, Characterization, and Photophysics of Monometalllc Ruthenium and Rhodium 
Azine Complexes 
Douglas Charles Duckworth -------------------------------------------------------- Chase City, Va. 
B.S., Hampden-Sydney College 
Dissertation: Development of Radio Frequency Powered Glow Discharge Mass Spectrometry for the 
direct Elemental Analysis of Electrically Nonconductive Solids 
Bharat Ramkrlshna Lagu -------------------------------------------------------------- Atlanta, Ga. 
B.S., M.S., University of Bombay 
Dissertation: Asymmetric Induction via Organocopper Conjugate Addition Reactions 
Mathematical Sciences 
James Wiiiiam Boland --------------------------------------------------------------- Hartford, Ct. 
B.S., Worcester Poly Institute; M.S., University of Central Flo.rids 
Dissertation: Inclusive Connectivity, A Local Graph Connectivity Parameter 
Belinda Batten King ---------------------------------------------------------------- Rockville, Md. 
B.S., M.S., University of Maryland 
Dissertation: Modeling and Control of Multiple Component Structures 
Dale Lewis Mcintyre ---------------------------------------------------------------------- Seneca 
B.A., Houghton College; M.S., Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University 
Dissertation: Time Invariance and Stability of Stochastic Linear Hereditary Systems as Characterized 
by their Covariance Functions 
Microbiology 
Brian A. Nummer ------------------------------------------- --------------------- Melrose Park, Ill. 
B.S., Iowa Slate University of Science and Technology; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Blodegradation of Aniline-based Herbicides, their Metabolites and Related Compounds 
Zoology 
Rema Acang Gapusan -------------------------------------------------------- Cagayan, Philippines 
B.S., M.S., University of Santo Tomas 
Dissertation: Molecular Studies on the Amylase Gene-Enzyme System of the Chicken 
Irene Kokkala ------------------------ - ------------------------------------------- Athens, Greece 
M.S., Western Kentucky University 
Dissertation: Cellular Strategies for Maternal-Embryonic Nutrient Transport In Viviparous Fishes 
Edna Josef Steele ----------------------------------------------------------------------- Gaffney 
B.S., M.S., University of the Philippines 
Dissertation: Ultrastructural Study of the Ontogeny of Leucocytozoon smlthl (Apicomplexa: Haemosporlna) 
CANDIDATES FOR EDUCATION SPECIALIST AND 
MASTERS' DEGREES 
GEORGE JAY GOGUE, Dean, Graduate School 
COLL'EGE OF AGRICULTURAL SCIENCES 
MASTER OF AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION 
Angela Valentine Broadway ____ West Columbia Krista-Anne Rlgalo -------- Poughkeepsie, N. Y. 
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
Agrlcultural and Applied Economics 
Kimberly Ann Vanwagner _______ Columbia, Mo. 
Agronomy 
Jeffrey Wayne Kerr ---------- ---- Titusville, Pa. 
Animal and Food Industries 
Scott William Beckwith -------------- Clemson May-June Tsou ------- -------- Shinchu, Taiwan 
Benllda Silva Perez ______ Batangas, Philippines 
Aquaculture, Fisheries, and Wildlife Biology 
Mark Gerald Dodd ------------- Woodstock, Ga. Michael Wayne Whaley ------------ Greenwood 
Warren Scott Mitchell ------------ Fortuna, Ca. 
Entomology 
Stephen Scott Deitz ------------ Woodlake, Ca. 
Wildlife Biology 
Lawrence Joseph Boller _______ Petersburg, Ind. 
COLLEGE OF ARCHITECTURE 
MASTER OF ARCHITECTURE 
Deepak Bahl -------------- Chandigarh, Panjab 
Mark Patrick Dullea ---------------- Greenville 
Joseph Randall Shields ---------- Roswell, Ga. 
MASTER OF CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING 
Rajeshwari B. Amarsingh _____ Bangalore, India Fredalyn Michelle Frasier --------- Summerville 
Manabendra Changkakotl ----- ---- Assam, India 
MASTER OF CONSTRUCTION SCIENCE AND MANAGEMENT 
Victoria Lynn Freeman - --- - -------- Greenville Paul Lee Reach Anderson 
MASTER OF FINE ARTS 
Peter Lowell Ante Albee ________ Princeton, Ill. Elizabeth Yvette Sutherland ____ Nashville, Tenn. 
Aaron Leland Baldwin - --------- McClellanvllle 
Shannon Mary Morrissey -------- Louisville, Ky. 
Alexia Anne Timberlake ------------ Columbia 
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
Architecture 
Robert Charles Lowrey - - ----- Baton Rouge, Pa. 
COLLEGE OF COMMERCE AND INDUSTRY 
MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
Jesse Irby Adams Ill ------------------ Easley 
Douglas James Bade ------------------- Greer 
Marianne Lynn Baklta ---------- Charlotte, N. C. 
Robert Garrett Beam --------------- Greenville 
Christopher Michael Beard ------- Simpsonville 
Hala Hassan Behery ----------------- Clemson 
David William Cantrell ------------- Greenville 
Liguang C. Chi ---------------------- Clemson 
Roger Kevin Chitty ----------------- St. George 
Marie Roseann Clements ------------ Townville 
Jennifer Marion Comer -------- Hockessin, Del. 
Raymond John Cooper -------- Wauwatosa, Wis. 
Kimberly Yvette Davis -------------- Greenville 
David Harold Dinkins -------------- Greenville 
Patricia Can In cl a Edmonds -------- Greenwood 
Linda Foster Edwards ----------- Simpsonville 
Wanda Annette Epps -------------- Louisa, Va. 
Clarence Randell Ewing, Jr. --------- Hartsville 
Donald James Fandettl --------- Columbia, Md. 
John Hartvig Forberg ---------------- Clemson 
Holly Greer Gaston -------------- Roswell, Ga. 
Cedric Weldon Grant ------------ N. Charleston 
Sarah Lynn Fox Hall --------------- Greenville 
Cara Tangari Hamilton -------------- Clemson 
Susan Lynn Higgins _____ Cllffwood Beach, N. J. 
Thomas James Hoyer -------- ------- Greenville 
Bradley Louis llllng ------------ Pittsburgh, Pa. 
Bruce Hammond Keel ------------- --- Barnwell 
Almeta Hill Kilgo -------------- Charlotte, N. C. 
Perry Lee Koehler ------------- Bethlehem, Pa. 
Chowdary Ramesh Korlpella -------- Greenville 
Richard Walter LaForge ------------- Anderson 
Kenneth Robert Lewis ----------------- Easley 
Cheang Foo Lim ---------------- Simpsonville 
Kevin Ray Long -------------------- Anderson 
Pamela Boyd Magee ----------- Pensacola, Fla. 
Judith Anne Mccambridge ---------- Greenville 
Leigh Holliday McDarls -------------- Mauldin 
Thomas Wesley McFadden ------------ Chester 
Douglas Owen Meredith ------------- Anderson 
Oavid Andrew Mihallc -------------- Greenville 
Dewitt Charles Miles Ill ------ New Milford, Ct. 
Andrew Montano 111 -------- Bridgewater, N. J. 
Lawrence Allen Oveson ------- South Bend, Ind. 
William Robert Parrott ------------- Greenville 
Teresa Fugitt Polen -------- Williamson, W. Va. 
Judith Lynn Price ------------- Asheville, N. C. 
Stephanie Elizabeth Rogers --------- Greenville 
Sunil Vinaykant Sanghani ------ Bombay, India 
Elizabeth June Scarborough ____ San Diego, Ca. 
Lori Michelle Schlock --------------- Townville 
Karyn Brinson Shook ----------- Raleigh, N. C. 
Dwight Haskell Smith, Jr. -------- Simpsonville 
Vicki Doreen Smith ---------------- Cary, N. C. 
Thomas Alexander Sparacino --------- Clemson 
Rebecca Bell Stogner ----------------- Taylors 
Cheryl Wilham Swenson ------------ Greenville 
Keith Gregory Thompson ------------ Anderson 
Brandy Bronwyn West --------------- Newberry 
Charles Edwin Whatley ---------- Simpsonville 
Angela Jo Williams ---------------- Greenville 
Joseph Eugene Williams ------------- Clemson 
Melissa Anne Williams -------------- Columbia 
MASTER OF PROFESSIONAL ACCOUNTANCY 
Derek Shawn Flaugher ----------- Grayson, Ky. 
Pamela Sprlgle Freeman ___ Ormond Beach, Fla. 
David Walter Garrison, Jr. --------- Orangeburg 
Stacy Melissa Lewis --------------- Islip, N. Y. 
Shannon Kathleen O'Connor --------- Anderson 
Jeffery Wayne Ray ---------------- West Pelzer 
Fred Barron Stone ---------------- Greenwood 
Leigh Shumaker Sullivan ___ Chattanooga, Tenn. 
Juanita Louise Woods --------------- Anderson 
MASTER OF ARTS 
Economics 
David Lee Houser ----------- Cherryville, N. C. Tracey Lee Young ---------------- Blythewood 
Kimberly Victoria Knight ------------- Mauldin 
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
Industrial Management 
Craig Andrew BeVier ---------------- Clemson Bryan Lee Pettit ---------------- Riverside, Ca. 
Gary Linden Boyce ---------------- --- Seneca Charles Edward Pritchett ------- Charlotte, N. C. 
Claire Anderson Brown ---------------- Inman Kathy Lynn Sowell -------------------- Seneca 
Qldong Cao ------------------ Nantong, China Tony Spirltoso --------------- Ontario, Canada 
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION 
EDUCATION SPECIALIST 
Administration and Supervision 
Diane Haley Toney -------------- Lavonia, Ga. 
MASTER OF EDUCATION 
Adm In I st ration and Supervision 
Mary Stanfield Bridges ------- ------- Clemson Donna Fowler Duncan - ---- ---- - -- Simpsonville 
Jacquelyn Williamson Corbett ------- Pendleton Suzanne Graydon O'Dell - ------------ - Liberty 
Brenda Lynn Delaney --------- ------ Anderson Amy Allred Renshaw -------- ---------- Saluda 
Counseling and Guidance Servlc81 
Jay Sachio Akamine -------- - Honolulu, Hawaii Ronald Wray Garner ---- --- - Newport News, Va. 
Teresa Lynn Boggs - ---- ----- --- ------ Seneca Trixie Maise Golden ------------ - - - - - - Seneca 
Jackie Hill Bradham - ------ - - --- - -- Greenvllle Peggy Lynn Wilson Hamlllon ----- ---- Anderson 
Susan Bates Campbell --- ----------- Anderson Anne Brown Hansen ----------- -- Simpsonville 
Mary Elizabeth Clamp - ---- ---- ---- -- Columbia Gene Douglas Harris ------- - ---- ---- Anderson 
Selena Hernandez Crawford ______ LaBelle, Fla. Sallie Milam Lea - - ---- -------------- Anderson 
Kimberly Arp Erwin - - ----- - ---------- Clemson Amy Beth McDermott - - ----- - ----- Mt. Pleasant 
Andrew Wesley Ford --------- - - ---- Greenville Pamela June Taylor Seay ------- ----- Anderson 
Elementary Education 
Mina Gibbs Brooks ------------- ------ Pomaria Carol Ruth Martin ------ ------------ - - - Belton 
Melissa Lee Bryan - --------------- ---- Salem 
Barbara Gunther Frledlob - - ------- -- Anderson 
Cheryl Sturgess Green ------------ Toccoa, Ga. 
Melvla Scurry Kerby ------------------ Saluda 
Cynthia Allyson Maffett ______ Sandersville, Ga. 
Mable Marie Mahon ---- ---------- Fountain Inn 
Edna Werts Shealy ----- --- ----- - --- Batesburg 
Mamie Louise Shippy -------- ------- Newberry 
Cynthia Kettelson Sidell ---------- Simpsonville 
Brenda Powell Smith ------- ---- ---- Greenville 
Helen Everett Smith -------------- Toccoa, Ga. 
Debra Hawkins Templin --- --------- Prosperity 
Reading 
Kathryn Saya Klenda ----------- -------- Salem Paul Andrew Wetzel --- - --- -------- Greenville 
Julie Ann Ripley ------------------ Clifton, Va. 
Secondary Education 
Betty Lou C. Dobson - --- ----------- --- Seneca Nancy Lenn Nicholson ------------ Westminster 
Valerie Elaine Hyde ---- ----------- - Greenville Mary Sandlin Rowell ---------------- Anderson 
Special Education 
Alllson Whetsell Alken ------------ - - - - Sunset Mickle Jackson Morton ------------ Griffin, Ga. 
Susan Marie Lenning -------------- Greenville 
MASTER OF HUMAN RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT 
Delaine Annette Bucheck Ann Hutchins Jones ----- -------- ---- Clemson 
----------- --------- West Palm Beach, Fla. Robin LuRay Lennon --------- - ---- - Greenville 
Owen Perkins - - ---------- --------- Greenville 
Robin Boone Waters ------------- - Greenwood 
Ronald Lee Calhoun - --- - ---------- Charleston 
Michael Wayne Freeman ---- ---- - Chesterfield 
Ogden Hansford, Jr. ---- ------ ----- Macon, Ga. 
MASTER OF INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION 
Marc Edleln --- - -------------- Charlotte, N. C. 
Mary Elizabeth McCaskill ------ ---- - Greenville 
Kathleen O'Rourke Olson ------ - ---- Greenville 
Linda Rush Rlch ltelll - - ------------ Greenwood 
Terry Lee Schlazza - ------------------ Seneca 
James Henderson Vllleponteaux Ill __ Harleyville 
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING 
MASTER OF ENGINEERING 
Electrical Engineering 
Alan Clark Balley ------------- Lexington, N. C. Eric Thomas Miller ------- ------ Boston, Mass. 
Ronald Ross Kinner ---------- Burlington, N. C. Kim Le Williams ---- ------------- Yukon, Okla. 
Environmental Syatems Engineering 
Allen Basil Ward ---------- ------ --- Kingstree 
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
Agricultural Engineering 
(Agricultural Engineering Is Jointly administered by the College of 
Agricultural Sciences and the College of Engineering.) 
Lisa Kay Johnson - --- ------ ------ Amory, Miss. 
Bioengineering 
Ravi Kapur --- --------------- New Delhi, India Linggawati Tanamal --- ------- Gainesville, Fla. 
Melvin Curtis Mayes - ------------ -- Greenvi lle 
Chemical Engineering 
Allen Michael Beard ---- --- - - Hagerstown, Md. James Wii iiam Klett - ----- -------- Stuart, Fla. 
Civil Engineering 
Charles Jeffrey Adkins --------- ---- Greenville Scott Edward Mohler ______ Ft. Lauderdale, Fla. 
Kevin Lane Burton ---------------- G reenvilie Jose Antonio Orozco ______ Guanajuato, Mexico 
Laura Lynn Cove ------------------ Miami, Fla. Sandy Welch Watford ---------------- Florence 
Laura Kay Freeman ------------- - Summerville 
Computer Engineering 
Mohan Ramakrishna - - - ------- Bangalore, India 
Electrical Engineering 
Subramanian Kumaraswamy __ Coimbatore, India William Harford Quaintance Ill __ Raleigh, N. C. 
Paul Matthew McNeary ------ - --- Shelby, N. C. Hui Zhao ---------- - - ----- ---------- Clemson 
Satish Sivasankaran Menon _____ Bombay, India 
Engineering Mechanics 
Padmanabh Dlnkar Dabke ______ Bombay, India Randolph Danner Friend ----- ----- Mobile, Ala. 
Envlronmenlal Systems Engineering 
William George Fletcher, Jr. ______ Mobile, Ala. Mark Hamilton Sturges - - -------- Portland, Ore. 
Carol Wiicox King ---------------- Toccoa, Ga. Michael Wiiiiam Sydow ------ --- Savannah, Ga. 
Mark Joseph Otten ----- ------ Washington, Iii. 
Industrial Engineering 
Vivek Ramesh Bapat ---------- ---- Puna, India Vaithlanatan Sachlthanandan Karunakaran 
- --- ------ ------- - ------ Coimbatore, India 
Mechanical Engineering 
All Riza Alptekln - --- - -------- Istanbul, Turkey Prasad Somashekar Mahadev __ Bangalore, India 
Jar-Sheng Chen - - -------- ---- Tounan, Taiwan Jean-Philippe Polizzi __ Aix-En-Provence, France 
Srldharan Kannan -------------- Madras, India Biswadip Shome - - ------------ Lumding, India 
Anand Veeraraghavan Lakshmlkumaran Manmohan Srikrlshna ---- - - -- Bangalore, India 
---- ----- - - --------- -------- Madras, India Murali Swaminathan --- - - - -- Vijayawada, India 
COLLEGE OF FOREST AND RECREATION RESOURCES 
MASTER OF FOREST RESOURCES 
Raisa Patrick Durham ----- ------- Jacksonboro Gerald Lee Stuckey, Jr. -------- Moncks Corner 
MASTER OF PARKS, RECREATION, AND TOURISM MANAGEMENT 
Colmore Siias Christian __ Dominica, West Indies 
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
Forest Resources 
James Coleman Grafton Ill ____ Midloth ian, Va. 
Parks, Recreation, and Tourism Management 
Ute Jamrozy ____ Petersdorf-Fehmarn, Germany 
COLLEGE OF LIBERAL ARTS 
MASTER OF ARTS 
English 
O'Neil Buford Burton Ill ----- - ---- - - -- Camden Evelyn Crane King - - ----- Constableville, N. Y. 
Stephen Mark Davis ----- ----- - ------ Clemson John Brewton Padgett --------------- Hampton 
David Russell Graves - - ----- - - ---- Weston, Ct. Mary Anna Wood Whitmire ------- - - - -- Seneca 
COLL'EGE OF NURSING 
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
Nursing 
Carolyn Holliday Hickman ------ ------ Manning Janie Bisplinghofl King ----- -------- Anderson 
Kathie Oglesby Jones - ------------- Anderson Nora Mae Woolwine Wisham ____ Asheville, N. C. 
COLLEGE OF SCIENCES 
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
Chemistry 
Samuel John Eaddy ---------------- Jesup, Ga. Toni Michelle Philllps ------------- Greenwood 
Computer Science 
Paul Franklin Anderson -------------- Florence Claude Evan Foster 111 - ----- - Forest City, N. C. 
Lokender Bommisetty - - ------ Hyderabad, India Frederick Calvin Harris, Jr. ______ San Jose, Ca. 
Nathan Allen Buchheit ----------- St. Ann, Mo. Kathryn Jennelle Hayden ---------- Orangeburg 
Bapiraju Buddhavarapu ------ --- Madras, India James Andrew Johnson ---------- Augusta, Ga. 
Jeffrey Neal Camp - - --------- - --- Atlanta, Ga. Mark Warren Rice ------------------ Columbia 
Ujjwal Chakraborty ------------------ Clemson Arup Sinha ----------------- New Delhi, India 
Nilaya Deep ----------- --------- Patna, India John Kai Yui Sun ------------- - Tainan, Taiwan 
Narendra Anantrao Deshpande Po-Kuan Sung -------------- Taichung, Taiwan 
----------- --- --- - --- Bangalore, Karnataka John Lee Wood - --------- ----- ------ Clemson 
Scott Vincent Fichter _____ Lacey's Spring, Ala. Raad Amjad Yacu - - ----- -------- --- Greenville 
Mathematical Sciences 
Toppur Natarajan Badrl -------------- Clemson 
Moltri D. Sarkar ------------------ Atlanta, Ga. 
Physics 
Pamela Kay Turner --------- Minneapolis, Minn. 
Ernest Allen Walker ------------ Kittanning, Pa. 
Sanjay Guha ------------------ N. Delhi, India Carl Henry Rourk Ill --------------- Charleston 
Zoology 
Edwin Wiison Edmondson ------------- Seneca 
CANDIDATES FOR BACHELORS' ,DEGREES 
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURAL SCIENCES 
THOMAS ROSS WILKINSON, Dean 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
Agrlcullural Economics and Rural Sociology 
Wesley Maurice Fogle ---------- -- Orangeburg Christopher John Watson ------------ Beaufort 
Lisa Anne Hanks ----------- ---- - Simpsonville 
Agricultural Education 
Ronald Lavell Hedden __________ Mountain Rest 
Agricultural Mechanization and Business 
Henry David Gunter II ---------- ------- Pellon John Joseph Matkovich 111 --------- Jamestown 
Jeffrey Scot Hall ------------------ Batesburg 
Agronomy 
Malcolm Todd Lowe -------------- Honea Path 
Animal Industries 
Joan Ann Cadwallader ----------- Simpsonville 
Jeffrey Donald Cromer -------------- Anderson 
Cammie Rae Dixon ----------------- - - -· McBee 
Bobby Leonard Long, Jr. ------------- Anderson 
*Steven Todd Reeves ---------------- Seneca 
Aquaculture, Fisheries, and Wildlife Biology 
Marjorie Peyton Bruner ------------- Columbia Thomas Gibson Gaylord ----- - ------ Pendleton 
*Neal Byron Croll ------------- Harvard, Mass. James Mark Satterfield ------------ Honea Path 
Richard Jack Freeman ----------- Westminster William Eric Ward ------------------- Camden 
Entomology 
Sean Christopher Foley ------- -- Savannah, Ga. 
Food Science 
Tamara Anne Havnaer -------------- Tega Cay 
Lori Denise Holland ------- Ft. Lauderdale, Fla. 
***Erin Colleen McAllister _____ Dunwoody, Ga. 
Suzanne Riche Murphy ------ Garden City, N. Y. 
*Joy Ellen Pearson -------------- Seaford, Del. 
Horticulture 
Andrew Lowe Biiiett ------------ ----- York, Pa. 
Robert Anthony Brown --------------- Bethune 
Mark Hughes Taylor 111 ------------- Columbia 
Mark Tyma ------------------------- Rock Hiii 
Packaging Science 
Christopher Joseph Sinclair ---- -------- Moore James Cannon Wallace --------------- Mauldin 
Pre-Professional Studies 
Edward Lafayette Chandier 111 ______ Greenville 
COLLEGE OF ARCHITECTURE 
JAMES FRAZIER BARKER, Dean 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
Design 
*Kevin Thomas Brady ----------------- Sumter Cristina Adelaide Schultz ---------- Charleston 
Julie Elizabeth Moss ----------- Loveland, Ohio 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
Construction Science and Management 
Brian Scott Austin ---------------- Vinton, Va. Kenneth Stewart Leitch -------- Annapolis, Md. 
Christopher William Black --------- Atlanta, Ga. Jon William Thomas --------- Kingsport, Tenn. 
Kenneth McAllister Falg ______ Pennington, N. J. Robert Mack Watson, Jr. -------- Johns Island 
Dennis Eric Hopf --------- Stone Mountain, Ga. Glen Larry Williamson ------------ Vidalia, Ga. 
Zena L. Kasir ---------------------- Greenville 
Design 
William Jared Coffin ---- --- ---- Ridgefield, Ct. Michael Thomas Kissam --- ---- -- Carlsbad, Ca. 
Courtney Theodore Rattray Furman ___ Due West Vernon Charles Manuel Ill - ------- Easton, Md. 
*Michael Richard Goltz ------------ Miami, Fla. Tracey L. McGee ------ - ---- ---- Dal las, Texas 
Rhonda LaRae Harmon - - ---- ---- Simpsonville Matthew Gus Panzer -------- Severna Park, Md. 
Marla Ansley Hester - - ----- Hilton Head Island Christopher Lewis Pewterbaugh __ Boothwyn, Pa. 
Wi lliam Todd Jeffcoat - ------ - -- West Columbia Carolyn Tempel --------- --------- Oakton, Va. 
David Gregory Jones -------- ---------- Easley Lejla Zejnllovlc ------- Banja Luka, Yugoslavia 
COLLEGE OF COMMERCE AND INDUSTRY 
RYAN CUSTER AMACHER, Dean 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
Economics 
Thomas James Loar - - ---- --------- - Greenville Robert Sean Rooney __________ St. Charles, Ill. 
Bryan Christopher Morgan ------------- Easley Kristen Anne Salt ------------ Dearborn , Mich. 
Kimberley Underwood Moultrie ____ Spartanburg 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
Accounting 
John Thomas Berry, Jr. - ------------ Greenville Ellen Lindblom ------------- - - --- Hilton Head 
Marc Bieryta ------------- - - - ------ Greenville Stephanie Dawn Little -------------- Columbia 
•Joseph Robert Bobek ------------ Vienna, Va. Roshan Suresh Londhe ------- - ---- Orangeburg 
Bradley Moser Bolick - - - - --------- Eaton, Ohio Vanessa Rebecca McCall ------------ Anderson 
DeChane Lee Cameron ________ La Grange, Ga. Gavin Nelson Mcleod --- -------- -- Charleston 
Rhonda Lynne Candler --------- -------- Union Larry Wayne Merritt ---- ---------------- Greer 
t•carol Suzanne Chamberlain __ Red Bank, N. J. Tracy Lynn Moore ------------------- Walhalla 
Heather Lynn Clipson ________ Cincinnati , Ohio Kevin Hugh Riser ----- - - ---- - - - ------ Mauldin 
Margaret Jane Deus --- - - - - San Francisco, Ca. Nancy Lynn Roberts - --------------- Anderson 
t*Dustin James Doctor ----- - - ------- Anderson Eva Renee Rogers -------------------- Easley 
Bartley Todd Grooms -------------- Greenville *Paul A. Rundzleher - ------------ Belmar, N. J. 
Joanne Lynn Herke ---- - ----- Boca Raton, Fla. Jon Benjamin Schmoyer - -------- -- Stuart, Fla. 
Kathleen E. Horn ----- - - --- ---- Medford, N. Y. Kevin Michael Shea - - ------ Virginia Beach, Va. 
Bradley Allen Ingram - --- - --------- Greenville Rhonda Elaine Tate ______ Bessemer City, N. C . 
... Christine Elizabeth Jackson ______ Greenville .. Michelle Ann Taylor ------- ------ - -- Taylors 
Laurie Ann King ---------- North Myrtle Beach Kathy Lynn Thomas ----- --- --------- ---- - Iva 
Ernest Miguel Lamar --- --- ------ - - Charleston Kerry Kenneth Wood, Jr. --------------- Inman 
Economics 
Larry Adams, Jr. - ----- --- - ---------- -- Grover 
Mary Elizabeth Buddln --------- ---- Columbia 
Stephanie J. Couch --- ----------------- Greer 
•Daniel Ray Lennon --------- - - ------ Clemson 
Thomas Preston McMeekln ---------- Columbia 
Thomas Edmund Philipp - - - - - --- - - Vienna, Va. 
William Charles Robertson, Jr. ______ Greenville 
*David Kurt Rosenberger 
------------- ---- - West Des Moines, Iowa 
Daniel Lawrence Sweeney, Jr. ----- --- Varnville 
Donald Clay Thomas --------------- Greenville 
Financial Management 
Sammie Brian Atkins - ----------- Spartanburg Jacqueline M. Dietz ----- ---- Middletown, N. J. 
•Jolinda Lea Ballenger --------------- Taylors Stephan John Dolling - ------ -- Westfield, N. J. 
John Martin Boatwright Ill - ----------- Fort Mill Jeffery William Falla ____ Hendersonville, Tenn. 
Whitney Ann Bowman ---------- Pittsburgh, Pa. Trenace Gamble - - ---------------- - Lake City 
Craig Thomas Brown ------------- Ithaca, N. Y. Michael Louis Grainger - ----------- Charleston 
Bradley Clark Canaday - ------------ St. George Wallace Dupre Gregory, Jr. ------------ Inman 
James Todd Carter ----- ---------- ---- Easley Darren Ray Hall --- - ---------------- Anderson 
Margaret Shelley Carter ---------- Spartanburg Christopher Lee Hanna _______ West Islip, N. Y. 
Douglas B. Chappell - - ---- ----- ------- Easley Jeffrey Carl Harris ------------- ---- Greenville 
Cheryl Jeannine Compton ________ Spartanburg Jeffrey Scott Heintz ---------------- Anderson 
George J. Connors - ------------- Sparta, N. J. Kenneth Joseph Hickman __________ Charleston 
Jonathan Jackson Davis -------- Wyckoff, N. J. Steven Roger Klask ------ ---- Cincinnati , Ohio 
John Francis Demo __________ West Hartford, Ct. Barry Howard Landreth ___ Hendersonville, N. C. 
John Hoover Diaz - - - ---------- - - Simpsonville Russell Thomas Lyon II - - - ----- - Calhoun Falls 
Financial Management (continued) 
Susan Leigh McGulrt --- - - - --- - - ---- Ridgeway Thomas Stephen Santora _______ Dunwoody, Ga. 
Nicole Marie Miksch - - - ------ ---- -- Greenville John Lewis Seabrook Ill ______ Sal isbury, N. C. 
*Kevin Scott Nagel --- ------- Annandale, N. J. Pol lyana Santillan Sebastian --------- Columbia 
t*Anne Elizabeth Nauful - ----------- Columbia Holly Catherine Sinton ------- Salisbury, Mass. 
Devon Elizabeth Necker ----- ----------- Inman John Charles Strassel Ill ____ Greensboro, N. C. 
Christopher Vinson Ogle ___ Virginia Beach, Va. Andrew Beauregard Thomas -------- Charleston 
Patrick Russell O'Grady __ Westlake VIiiage, Ca. Daniel Lewis Thurman ----- ---- Concord, Mass. 
Marius Sherwood Payne ------------- Beaufort Todd Stephen Tillotson ---- --- - - -- Summerville 
James Matthew Perry ---- --- -- Martinsville, Va. Mary Jane Merritt Tobin ______ Charlotte, N. C. 
Brian Carl Podmenlk -------- ---- Mt. Pleasant Jack Wilson Tribble Ill -------- ---- Greenwood 
Barrett Owen Peppler - --- ---- ------- --- Greer Robert Bentley Urlock - - - ---- ----- Arnold, Md. 
Talbert Earl Poston ---------- - -------- Conway Dennis Russell Williams II ------- ------ Inman 
Kathryn Eleanor Price ------ -------- Abbeville Brett Layne Wilson -------- - Hummelstown, Pa. 
Chris Michael Reilly ____ Monmouth Beach, N. J. Brian Richard Yount - - - ----- ------ - - Hartsville 
Industrial Management 
Patrick Shane Barry ----------- ------ Florence Scott Martin Leonard ----------- --- - Greenville 
Toby Edward Bedenbaugh - --------- Prosperity Frank Bowman Lewis, Jr. ____ Washington, N. C. 
David Paul Brown ------------- Bethlehem, Pa. Daniel Patrick McCoy ------ --- - ---- - Columbia 
Douglas Maxwell Brown - ------------- Florence Wil liam Robert Miller ---- - - ------ Summerville 
Yolanda Denise Gant --- --- - ------ Windsor, Ct. Anthony Larry Nelson --- --------- Simpsonville 
Page George Godwin Ill --------- - -- Lake City Joe Don Reynolds - - ------------------ Gaffney 
Harold Leonard Huffman, Jr. -------- Greenville Michael Anthony Walters - - ----------- - Seneca 
Management 
John Quincy Adams IV - ----------- Charleston Janice JoAnn Jurecek --- ---------- - - - Seneca 
Melissa Lynn Baker --- ----------- Westminster John Robert Kerby ------------------ Columbia 
Douglas Todd Beach - - -------- - ----- Hanahan Glenn Joseph Kolofske ------ - ---- Atlanta, Ga. 
Mohamed Hassan Behery --- --- - ----- Clemson Llh-Hauh Lin --- ------ - - --------- Mt. Pleasant 
Huey Giles Bullock ------------- - -- Greenville Brian Mark Marett ------ ------------ Anderson 
Randolph E. Butler --- ------- --- ------ Clinton Michael Lawrence Martini _______ Lexington, Ky. 
Jess Charles Cary ------- - - - ----- Ithaca, N. Y. Deborah Ann Mason ---- - --- - - --- St. Matthews 
John Walker Cate - - - --------- ------ Columbia Patrick David McGrath _____ Virginia Beach, Va. 
Brian Patrick Cavin ------------- - Spartanburg Brian DeCarlos McKle ----- --- --- - - - Columbia 
Michael Dennis Coakley -------- Arlington, Va. Holly Ann Merchant - - --------- ------- Beaufort 
Tyler Loyd Curd - -------------- -- Sparta, N. J, Daniel Scott Moore ------- - - - ------- Anderson 
Stuart Reid Davis ----------- ---- --- - Barnwell t***Elalne Susanne Mueller ------ Belleville, Ill. 
Rebecca Leigh Deahl - ---- - ----- - ------ Inman Nettles Albertus Myers 111 ------------ Camden 
Roger Marion Dillard ---- ----------- Anderson Jennifer Jill Ogg - - --------- - ---- Dayton, Ohio 
Kimberly Margaret Ellison ----------- Anderson Angela M. Pearson --- ---- ----- ------ Walhalla 
Tracey Lynne Evans - - ------- --- - ---- ---- Irmo Robert Lee Peeler ----- - - - ----- - ------ Gaffney 
Regina Carol Ferguson - ------- ------- Pickens William Jasper Peeler --- - --- --------- Gaffney 
Patrick Ames Foley --- ------ --- Richmond, Va. Joel Anthony Pelliccl, Jr. -------- Myrtle Beach 
**Lisa Monique Fowler ----- ----------- Liberty Miguel Jose Pereyo ------------- North Augusta 
Duane Edward Gabbard ------------- Anderson John Jeffrey Phillips - ----------- -- Greenville 
Jell Alan Godfrey ----- - --- Parkersburg, W. Va. Jeffrey Robert Porter - - ------ ------- - - -- Aiken 
Michael Lance Gore ------- Daytona Beach, Fla. Julie Ann Price - - --------- - -------- Hartsville 
William Harold Gray, Jr. ----------- - Allendale Michael Jason Reese - --- ------ Freehold, N. J. 
James Edward Greco ------------- Atlanta, Ga. Rudy Van Rowell ------- - ------ ----- Pamplico 
Stacey Little Grooms - -------------- - Anderson *Theresa Eleanor Runge _____ Tallahassee, Fla. 
**Dorothy Jean Hadlock - - --------- Greenville Vincent Placide Ryan ----- -- Gaithersburg, Md. 
t**Susan Adele Harrington ---------- Columbia David Edward Sayer --------------------- Starr 
Robin Michelle Heatherly ----- - - - - Spartanburg Clifton William Schmitt --- - ---------- - Taylors 
Edward Lamar Holcombe, Jr. - ------ Greenville Douglas Harlan Smith ------------- Brick, N. J. 
Jay Alan Holder ------------------- ----- Greer Rodney Allan Taylor - - - ---------- --- Ridgeway 
James Morgan Holloway --------- ---- Hanahan Sean Bertram Waters ----- --- ---- Calhoun Falls 
John James Hood 111 ------------ Roanoke, Va. Michael Edward Watson ----------- -- Anderson 
Wendy Shores Hulick _____ Kennett Square, Pa. Alfred Langley White Ill -------- --- Greenwood 
Charles Wayne Hunter ------------- Greenwood Nancy Elaine Wicker ---------------- Pomaria 
James Anthony Jendraszek ______ Myrtle Beach Jay MacKinnon Wiiiiams ____ Fai rfax Station, Va. 
Jill Ann Jones --------- ----- ----- --- Anderson Sharon Denise Wooten --- ----------- Anderson 
Eric Johnathon Juhl ----- - - - ---- Barrington, Ill. 
Marketing 
Lynn Ellen Bauer - - - ------- Hilton Head Island Michael Harold Linskey -------- - - Myrtle Beach 
Joel Andrew Bishop --------- - - - ---- Greenville J ill Dionne Mason ------------- Moncks Corner 
Jennifer Lynn Burl ----- - -------- Bedford, N. H. Patrick Warden Mason ______ Hilton Head Island 
Tanya Michelle Burrell - - - - ---- - - - -- Greenville Scott Halliday McNelll ---------------- Seneca 
Jocelyn Sue Castellion ------- ---- Oxford, N. Y. Scott Charles McSparran ------- Pittsburgh, Pa. 
Matthew Clarke Christian ___ Huntersville, N. C. * *Michele Marie Mellor ------ - - -- Omaha, Nebr. 
Michael Thomas Coggins _____ Jacksonville, Fla. t**James Melvin Miles, Jr. ----- ----- Greenville 
Lisa Elaine Coker ------------------ Greenville Mel issa Dawn Mitchell -------- --- - --- Fort Mill 
Benjamin David Collins - ------ ------- Clemson 
Jason Wade Cooksey ------ -- Jacksonville, Fla. 
*Kristin Joy Crosley ---- - - - --- - Dunwoody, Ga. 
Tracey Lynn Davis ------------ Landenberg, Pa. 
Victoria Ann Desanctis ___ Stone Mountain, Ga. 
Kristine Elise Domurat ------------ Atlanta, Ga. 
David John Dondero ------------- Duluth, Minn. 
Susan Noel Duncan ----------------- Walhalla 
***Shelley Lynn Dupre - - -------- Seaford, Del. 
Wilbur Kenneth Enos Ill ______ Fairmont, W. Va. 
Patricia Elizabeth Fudge __________ Spartanburg 
James Bryan Fuller - ------------ ---- Columbia 
Mark Anthony Gaeta --- --------- Llncroft, N. J. 
MaryBeth Harcarufka ----- - - Tecumseh, Ontario 
Richard Edward Harden ---------- - - Columbia 
Sonja Lynn Hawkins ------------- Powdersvllle 
Teresa Lynn Hiiihouse -------------- Anderson 
Eric Wayne Holmes ----- ------ ---- West Union 
John Michael Lee ------------ Carbondale, Ill. 
Krista Elizabeth O'Keefe - - -------- - -- Columbia 
David Caldwell Parks --- - ------ - - Mt. Pleasant 
Carlos Eduardo Perez ____ San Jose, Costa Rica 
Heather Olivia Phillips 
----- - -------- --- Princeton Junction, N. J. 
Stephen Christopher Roy ---------- Tampa, Fla. 
Julie Ann Schlosser ------------ - -- Hilton Head 
Amy Elizabeth Shugart - ---- --------- Fort Mill 
Frederick Richard Thoennes --- - ---- Greenville 
Shannon Alan Thomason ----- --- - -- Greenville 
Kimberly Renee Thompson _______ Spartanburg 
Cheri Marie Townes - --- ---- - - --- --- Anderson 
Gina Renee Turbeville ------------- - Plnopolis 
David Anthony Vivona -------- Colts Neck, N. J. 
Kevin Benjamin Watford ---------------- Lamar 
Julianne Jordan Well ---- -------- Isle of Palms 
James David Whorton ----- --- ---- Spartanburg 
*Alfred Frederick Wich - - - - -- Indianapolis, Ind. 
Ronald Jeffrey Wilson - - --------- ---------- Iva 
Texllle Chemistry 
James Scott Adams ------------ - - Slmpsonvllle Timothy Russell Huff ------------ - - - - - - Liberty 
Textlle Management 
lrfan Ahmed ---------------- Karachi, Pakistan Ellinor Catharine Preston ------ Midland, Texas 
Jamelle LaKrlste Heyward ---------- Charleston *Eric Joseph Slavin - ---------------- Givhans 
Anthony Nell Hipp ----- ------------- Anderson Kristy King Southerland - - ----------- Anderson 
John Reid Kincaid ------- ------ - - ------ Greer Anne-Marie Walser --- - ---------- Broomall, Pa. 
Tanya Hope Poston ----- --------- Johnsonvllle Margaret Jean Watters ----------- Sparta, N. J. 
Texllle Science 
Nicolas DeGrelff ----- - - --- Medellin, Colombia Russell Michael Lee ----------- -------- Easley 
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION 
GORDON WALTER GRAY, Dean 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
Early Childhood Education 
Debra Anne Bolt ----------- ----- Danville, Va. Laura Ann Lukaweckl ---- ------------- Seneca 
*Vickie Lynn Carey - - - - --------------- - - Starr Jennifer Christine Monroe -------- Spartanburg 
*Kelly Faith Clark --- ----------------- Easley Eleanor Suzanne Murphy - ----- - - ---- Edgefield 
Jean Amanda Karo ______ Port Washington, N. Y. Lance Jones Porter ------------------ Six Mile 
Lynda Gayle Lalrcey ------------- Augusta, Ga. Tomiko Tarnlse Smalls ------------ McCormick 
Elementary Education 
**Carol Ann Ashworth ---------------- Central * *Miriam Gwen Holden ------- ------- Anderson 
Dawn Renee Baggett --- ---- ---- Moncks Corner Tammy Doreen Huthmacher __________ Bonneau 
Steven Monroe Barton -------------- Anderson Kate Margaret Knox - --------- Tallahassee, Fla. 
Wendy Rogers Blake _________ Glouchester, Va. Julie Ann Link -------- -------- Melbourne, Fla. 
*Cynth ia Lynn Blanchard --------------- Aiken Andrea Michelle Logan --------- -------- Greer 
Stacey Leigh Bondurant ____ Virginia Beach , Va. Julia DeAnna Lynch ------------- ----- Seneca 
**Cynthia D'Andrea Burrell - - - ---- -- Greenvlile * * Lara Kristen McKinney ------------ Piedmont 
*Daniel Patrick Coughenour --------- Anderson Wanda Lindsay Medlin ----------- - Honea Path 
Donna Lynn DeFoor ------- --- ---- Westminster Mary Elizabeth Obney ---------- Alliance, Ohio 
*Susan Colvin Forrest --- ----------- Columbia Laurie Ann Polansky _____ New Providence, N. J. 
**Deborah Anne Fowler --- ------- West Pelzer Sherry Beth Rogers -------------------- Salem 
Margie Anita Grant ----- ---- ------- Walterboro Sharon Paige Senn - -------------- - Newberry 
Wendy Elizabeth Green ------------ Greenville **Terri Mischelle Wheeler - -------- ---- Easley 
Amanda Hope Hays -------------- Spartanburg **Mahaley Lorene Windham ---- -------- Easley 
Lauren Lea Hendricks - - ------ --- ------ Central 
Secondary Education 
Susan Lyn Ayres -------------- - Katonah, N. Y. Frank Hunt Mayfield ---------------- Anderson 
*Tonya Dukes Byrd - -------- - ------- Turbeville *Sabrina Buchanan McCall ----- ----- Piedmont 
Nancy Eileen Chaplin ------- ------- Hartsville Hallie Shieder ------------------------ Grover 
Caroline Louise Cornelius ______ Midland, Mich. Rebekah Ann Shivers ----- ---- -------- Pickens 
Holly Elizabeth Delllnger _ Kings Mountain, N. C. *Christina Lorraine Sulzen ----------- Barnwell 
Ashley Paige Holt -------------------- Liberty ***Rebekah Laena Talmadge ___ Asheville, N. C. 
Kristen Roberta Kuehne __________ Marietta, Ga. Alan Michael Trusky ------ ------------ Seneca 
Donald Scott Lawson ------------------ Union *Kevin Lee Turner - ---------- ---- Westminster 
Alisa Ann Levitt --------- --- - Jacksonville, Fla. 
Jennifer R. Lewis ----------- - Boca Raton, Fla. 
Dawn Hope Wilson ---------- --- - -- Charleston 
Sherri Allison Young -------------- Williamston 
Speclal Education 
*Julia Lynne Vaughn ---------------- Clemson 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
Graphic Communications 
Ashley James Abbott --------- New Orleans, La. John Jay Jacobs - - - - - - - ------- -- Penhook, Va. 
Craig Coleman Baum ----- ---- - - Hampton, Ga. t*Mon ica Suzanne Jolley - - ---------- Chesnee 
Joyce Christine Blackstock - - ------- Greenvllle Marie Lillian Mulllkln ---------- Brunswick, Ga. 
LeighAnn Rene Fisher -------- Kingsport, Tenn. Leslie Ellen Rivers ----- ---------- ------ Union 
Elizabeth Pobre Garcia - - - - -------- Charleston Alec Andrew Wallace __________ Gastonia, N. C. 
Nancy Pamela Hull Greenwood 
Industrial Education 
Colby Todd Brown ----------- --- Baconton, Ga. 
Wanda Lyn Cheek ------ - ------ ------ Barnwell 
Shelley Christina Fox -------------- Prosperity 
Elizabeth Anne Johnson -------------- Camden 
Otis Moore, Jr. ------------------ Augusta, Ga. 
Courtney Marie Ratcllffe Sag Harbor, N. Y. 
Science Teaching 
Regina Faye Barwick - -------------- Pinewood William Duke Lee ------ --- ------- Westminster 
Shelia Elizabeth Burgess ------------ Lancaster Myra Dawn Page - ------------------ Greenville 
Sharon Leigh Forbes _____________ Summerville *Robert Charles Stewart ---------- Cocoa, Fla. 
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING 
JOSEPH CHARLES JENNETT, Dean 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
Ceramic Engineering 
Stephen Luke Anderson --- --- --- - Towson, Md. Steven Paul Jones -------- North Olmsted, Ohio 
Richard Trent Bates - - ----------- ----- Liberty Thomas Arno Muench, Jr. _____ N. Haledon, N. J. 
Nancy Beth Bolger ----------- -------- Seneca James Louis Piller ------------------- Mauldin 
Andrew Choberka ---------------- Spartanburg Christopher Patrick Schneider _____ Arnold , Md. 
Christopher Alan Coker ----- ------ Georgetown *Mark Alan Stoerker ------- ---- Pittsburgh, Pa. 
Judith Katherine Hill ------------------ Greer Garett Garner Voecks ----------- Omaha, Nebr. 
t**Robert Dallas James ----- -------- Anderson Curtis Lee Yourklevitz ------- ------ Greenville 
Chemical Engineering 
Kevin Warren Kasch -------------- Spartanburg Thomas Albert Ryan ------------- Marietta, Ga. 
Alan Christopher Ridgeway __ Lawrenceville, Ga. 
Civil Engineering 
Jeremy Aartun ---------------------- Pickens Jonathan Michael Hugg ---------------- Cayce 
James Christopher Ammons ------- Spartanburg Robert George lntllle _____ Satell ite Beach, Fla. 
Troy Anthony Began ---------------- Rock Hill Michael Murray Kamis -------------- Columbia 
Jacques LaRue Bryant --------- Moncks Corner ••Frances Leola Keels ------------ Blythewood 
Michael Joseph Caln ______ Neptune Beach, Fla. D. Mack Kelly, Jr. ----------------- ---- Liberty 
Andral Wylie Caldwell -------------- Lexington James Walter Kendall, Jr. ____ New Castle, Pa. 
Darryl Courtney Caldwell ------------ Manning Andrew Todd Leaphart -------------- - Leesville 
Toneq Marcia Collins -------------- Charleston Sean Philip LeRoy ------------------ Beaufort 
Donald Jack Cribb, Jr. - -------- Moncks Corner Louis Lavon Mitchell -------------- Charleston 
William Brian Drummond ----------- Greenville Anthony Scott Roberts ------------- Greenville 
John Kanter Durkee ----------------- Rock Hill Steven Alexander Robertson ------ Simpsonville 
John Allen Dyches ------ ----- - ------ Barnwell Edward E. Rowell ---------- Haddonfield, N. J. 
Wanjulla Richelle Ezekiel ---------- Darlington Frederik Alexander Ruinen ______ Suffern, N. Y. 
Toby Dean Feaster ------------------- Chester •David Steven Smith -------- Severns Park, Md. 
Thomas Marlon Fitts, Jr. ------------ Columbia James Michael Sullivan -------- Lexington, Ky. 
•David Dean Galloway ____ Lake Toxaway, N. C. Stephen John Sywy ---------- Birmingham, Ala. 
Larry Stafford Gibson, Jr. ----------- Lancaster Brent Ashley Terry --- ---------- North Augusta 
Jill Denise Gilstrap ------------ Raleigh, N. C. Andrew Scott Vane ______ New Providence, N. J, 
Craig Frederick Hamm -------------- Columbia Katrina Diedra Washington ----------- Ravenel 
Steven Bradley Hendrix ---------- Fountain Inn Joseph Michael White ---------- Savannah, Ga. 
Frederick Paul Howland Ill Jacqueline Renee Wilson ------------- Horatio 
------------------ Ft. Leavenworth, Kansas t**David Earle Wolfe ---------- Charlotte, N. C. 
Computer Engineering 
Tien Due Chu ------------------- --- Clemson Chris J. Pappas ----------------------- Easley 
James Stover Davis ----------- Memphis, Tenn. Jeffrey Allen Spells ------------- -- Orangeburg 
Holly Sue Martin ---------- ----------- Pickens Crystal Yvonne Strickland ----------- Anderson 
Scott Malloy Morris ------------------- Liberty 
Electrical Engineering 
**Kevin Patrick Anchor ---------- Augusta, Ga. 
James A. Armstrong ------------- Fountain Inn 
Alan Clark Batten ------------------ Columbia 
David Russell Bowen ------------------ Easley 
Michael Lee Brandt --------------- Williamston 
Jeffrey P. Broomfield ------------ Summerville 
t*Derrlck Spencer Brown ------------- Elloree 
Stephen Michael Camacho --------- Charleston 
Wendy P. Coleman --------------------- Latta 
Eric Bernard Dargan ------------------ Sumter 
James Ryan Davis ----- ---- Schenectady, N. Y. 
Ronald David DeBerry ----------- Myrtle Beach 
Todd Presley Dowdle ---------- Madison, N. C. 
David Scott Ellis ---------------------- Marion 
Kevin Graham Free ----- ---- St. Augustine, Fla. 
Edward Lee Garvin -------- --- ----- Greenville 
Daniel Patrick Gauch ------------ Spartanburg 
William Reppert Glover --------- ---- Anderson 
Charles Norris Handley _______ Melbourne, Fla. 
James Howard ---- -------- - -- Los Angeles, Ca. 
**James Price Howard ---------- Slmpsonvllle 
David Paul Jacky ------------- ------ Anderson 
Christopher Thomas Jones ------------- Easley 
James Michael Knouff ______ Coral Springs, Fla. 
Daniel Joseph Luke ---------- LaFayette, N. Y. 
Christopher Shannon Mathis ______ Spartanburg 
**Elizabeth Ashley McTeer ------- Radford, Va. 
Daniel James Page _______ Lake Summerset, Ill. 
*Ammon Henry Palmer ------------- Greenville 
Marshall Ashley Paulk Ill ---------- Hahira, Ga. 
William Dunn Pitman _____ New Wiimington, Pa. 
Donna Denise Poindexter ______ Columbus, Ga. 
*Elizabeth Elaine Preiss ___ Stone Mountain, Ga. 
Ralph Bert Salzmann ----------- North Augusta 
*Lynna Marie Setzer ----- ---- Forest City, N. C. 
Donna Debra Shipton --------------- -- Sumter 
Ray Lamar Simpson --------- ----- Orangeburg 
James T. Staley - ----------------- Greenwood 
Billy Russell Stanfill, Jr. ___________ Greenwood 
*Daniel Charles Stanzione, Jr. 
------------------------ Middletown, N. J. 
Scott Darren Swain ---------------- Green wood 
Roddell Preston Traxler ----------- Charleston 
Cedric Welch ----------------- Accokeek, Md. 
*William Warren Whitfield ------------- Saluda 
Daniel Wayne Wingard -------------- Hartsville 
**Thomas Earl Wren II --- ----- Charlotte, N. C. 
Russell Dauterman Young --------- Orangeburg 
Engineering Analysis 
Albert Glenn Howle - - -------------- Greenville Jon Cabot Luby --------- ------- Bedford, N. H. 
Industrial Engineering 
David Jefferson Ackley ________ Cincinnati, Ohio *Mary Angelyn Mccanless -------- Orlando, Fla. 
•Juliette Kelley Atkins ------------ Ocala, Fla. William Brooks Owens Ill 
Mark Adam Cassol ------------ Blacksburg, Va. ---------------- ----- Hendersonville, N. C. 
Curtis Clay Crites ---------- --- W. Chester, Pa. ..Daniel Jay Sauder --- ------- Pettisvllle, Ohio 
Jeffrey Todd English ----------- Corning, N. Y. Kenneth Wayne Strickland __ Lawrenceville, Ga. 
Mickey Alan Fortner ------------ Clinton, N. C. Timothy Wayne Thomas - ----------- Greenville 
*Kelley Sue Kemmerer ------- Boca Raton, Fla. Thomas Edward Young -------------- Clemson 
Karl Eugene Kreger ------ ------- Simpsonville 
Mechanical Engineering 
David P. Bolton ------------ - - ---- Greenwood Loren Kenneth Lanter _______ Swannanoa, N. C. 
*Brooke Scott Bowen ------ ---- Longwood, Fla. Timothy Michael Lewis - ------- Charlotte, N. C. 
James Logwood Broome - - ---------- Greenville Steven Todd Lineberger -------------- -- Greer 
Troy Brent Callahan ------------------- Easley t•Jon David Malsam ---------------- Woodruff 
Nlkolaas Hubert Carpentier --------- Pendleton Gregory St. Clair Massey ---------- - ---- Aiken 
Robert Livingston Craft - ------------- Anderson t***Richard Jeffrey McMullan - --- Cornelia, Ga. 
Herman Lane Crooks Ill -------------- Barnwell William Andrew Murray --- --------- Greenville 
**Joseph Howard Davis - ----- Horse Shoe, N. C. Carey Roxanne Bass Nagle ------------ McBee 
John M. DiClcco -------- ------ Newington, Ct. Symantha Crachelle Newman ---------- Central 
Carl Ray Driver --------- ----------- Columbia Gregory James Page --------------- Greenville 
David Ashley Free ------------------ Bamberg Brett Norris Pope -------------------- Seneca 
Dexter Maurice Gatson - ------------ Winnsboro Stefan Curtis Roosa ----------- Houston, Texas 
t*Thomas Clifton Gruber, Jr. Robert Glen Rosenzweig _______ Indialantic, Fla. 
- ---------- ----------- Blowing Rock, N. C. Shane Alexander Rowland --------- Charleston 
Samuel Morgan Hancock _______ Midlothian, Va. Stephen Christopher Sansbury --------- Conway 
Stephen Todd Hargett ------------------ Alken t•••carlos Roberto Saz --------- Madrid, Spain 
John Robert Harrison - ------------ ---- Taylors David Andrew Schmid ---------------- Mauldin 
Frederick John Hartwig ------------- Piedmont **Michael James Schreiber ______ Buffalo, N. Y. 
Robert Max Hester ----------------- Greenville Steven Paul Spears ------------ Richmond, Va. 
Larry Lother Hofmann ------- - ---- Hilton Head t**James Daniel Townsend ---------- Rock Hill 
Brian Keith Justice ---- ---- St. Petersburg, Fla. t .. BenJamln Baker Wagner ---------- Newberry 
**Jeffrey Alan Kandel _____ North Canton, Ohio Michael Cecil Wannamaker ---------- Swansea 
Igor D'Angelo Kappel ______ Aruba, West Indies Jerry Wade Wilson, Jr. -------- ------- Mauldin 
Andrew Mark Kee ------- -- Virginia Beach, Va. David James Wlnsness _____ Schenectady, N. Y. 
Sharl Lynn Keller ----------------- Greenville 
Pre-Professional Studies 
John Hamrick Hollingsworth ------- Greenwood 
COLLEGE OF FOREST AND RECREATION RESOURCES 
BENTON HOLCOMB BOX, Dean 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
Forest Products 
Todd Alexander Sanford --- ---------- Cordova 
Parks, Recreation, and Tourism Management 
Eugene Craig Beard ------------ Conroe, Texas Paula Gayle Markin ------------ Manassas, Va. 
Julia Suzanne Becknell ------------ Charleston t*Heather Kristine Matson ------ Cranbury, N. J . 
James Clark Blaha ------------- Naperville, Ill. Emily Elizabeth Mayfield ------------ Anderson 
Colby Edward Bryant ------------- Mt. Pleasant Temple Susan Outlaw ---------------- Pickens 
Travis Moore Campbell --------- -------- Greer James Anthony Owens ---------- ---- Columbia 
Joseph Hiram Flesch ---------- ---- Fairfax, Va. Jean Kay Partridge ----------------------- Iva 
Thomas Lee Gardner ------------- Fairfax, Va. Andrea Susan Pricer ------------- Oakwood, Ill. 
Laura Ann Giorgio ---------------- Aurora, Co. Sarah Louise Roberson -------- -------- Joanna 
Elyse Danielle Goldstein ------ - ---- Charleston Bridget Jean Ryan - - - Spring Lake Heights, N. J. 
Rayna Merry Griffing --- ---- ---- Glbsonla, Pa. Donald Ray Shuman, Jr. ____ Colonial Beach, Va. 
Daniel Sean Haddy ---- ---------- Spartanburg Donna Lindley Smith ---------------- Newberry 
*Mark Elliot Harmon ------------- Chesterfield Foster Bradley Wardlaw 111 ----------- Clemson 
Steven Russell Heard -------------- Anderson James Claudius Wasson IV ------ Myrtle Beach 
Robert Brian Hilscher -------------- Columbia Lori Danielle Whitlow - --- - - - - ------- Anderson 
COLLEGE OF LIBERAL ARTS 
ROBERT ALFRED WALLER, Dean 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
Lesli Maria Bazen - - - ---------------- Florence 
Ted Allison Collins _______ Johnson City, Tenn. 
*Celeste Putman Davis --------- ---- Greenville 
Jeffrey Lee Davis - ------------ ------ Clemson 
Dean Clayton Eng - -------- - ----- ------ -- Irmo 
Leigh Heyward Glgnilllat ---------- -- Columbia 
Sean Jason Glassberg ________ Nesconset, N. Y. 
Lorna Christina Hinson ----------- Spartanburg 
English 
History 
Elissa Ferrell Horton ---- - ----- --- - - Kingstree 
••Melissa Doreen Johnston ___ Kingsport, Tenn. 
William Philip Kennedy, Jr. --- ------- Hartsville 
**Anne Marie Schmidt - ------------- Walhalla 
Cameron Shepard Stewart ----- - - Monroe, N. C. 
Mark Joseph Taylor - ----- - ----- Lexington, Ky. 
*Mark Douglas Waggoner ___________ Columbia 
Jennifer Marie Yurkanin _________ Frankfort, Ill. 
Susan Lee Dunkelberg _________ Springfield, Va. Ricardo Rodriguez Reyes ------------ Anderson 
* *Arthur Carl Holbrooks __________ Westminster 
Language and International Trade 
Jennifer Lynn Amato - ------ - --- - - -- Greenvllle Elizabeth Leigh Holaday _______ Alexandria, Va. 
Frankie Bowen Beacham ___ Virginia Beach, Va. Karen Ann Klein - --- ---- ----- ---- Mt. Pleasant 
Laurie Sue Browning --------- Westernport, Md. Victoria Vick-Wah Lee ---- ---------- Columbia 
Beth Ann Burkhardt ---- --- --------- Greenville Casey Catherine Curran Maney __ Annapolis, Md. 
Rachel Germaine Chapman --- ------- Hartsville Jose Alberto Medina -------------- Moline, Ill. 
Catherine Jeanne Clausen ______ Cranford, N. J. Mark Edward Pifer --------- - Sliver Spring, Md. 
Daniel Alan DiBona - --- - - - --- -- Chatham, N. J. *Carin Stewart Snyder __ Altamonte Springs, Fla. 
Ann Susan Gersna --------- --- - Matawan, N. J. John Gregory Terry ----------------- Clemson 
Modem Languages 
Kristine Nocht Hunnicutt -------------- Seneca Kathryn Ann McDonald ----------- ---- - Lugoff 
Political Science 
Andrea Jo Beacom --------------- Venice, Fla. 
Benjamin Reeves Bennett ______ Manalapan, Fla. 
Mary Ann Boring _____________ Brooksville, Fla. 
Monica Marie Brownlee --------- - - -------- Iva 
William Robert Bullock, Jr. _________ Charleston 
Sean Christopher Cook ---------- ---- Clemson 
Amy Gayle Dowdle ------------ Madison, N. C. 
Julianne Minick Frazier -------- - ---- Newberry 
James Woodrow Gillespie Ill __ Burlington, N. C. 
Anita Cantara Henderson --------- Decatur, Ga. 
Craig Charles Kling _____ North Brunswick, N. J. 
Christopher Eric Mann ----------------- Easley 
Brian A. Mehaffle - - - ------------ Dayton, Ohio 
Scott Aiken Moore ------------- Ft. Myers, Fla. 
Sarah Elizabeth Penick - - ---------- Greenville 
Colin Chadwick Puckhaber ---------- Anderson 
Frederick H. Thimme --------- Ho-Ho-Kus, N. J. 
Donna Lynn Williams - - - -------- Britten's Neck 
Psychology 
Maro John Abbruzzese ______ Laguna Beach, Ca. Michele Marie Kerbow ------- -------- Clemson 
Cindi S. Albin - - ---------- Ft. Lauderdale, Fla. Thomas James Loar ------ --------- Greenvllle 
Timothy Ray Carroll ------ - - - -- Montville, N. J. Lisa Nicole McMahan --- - --- - - ------ Greenville 
Stephanie Renee Dangerfield ___ Moncks Corner Darrin Antonio Moore -------- - ---- Charleston 
Julie Anjanette Davis ----------- ---- Columbia Kimberly Marie O'Keefe ------- Houston, Texas 
Kay Frances Ford - ----- ----- ---- -- Winnsboro Shawn David Parker ---- ------- Dunwoody, Ga. 
Tina Marie Frazier ------- ------------- Easley Laurie Allyson Simpson --- --- ---- Norcross, Ga. 
***Treena Lynn Gillespie _______ Brevard, N. C. Laura Christine Smith -------------- Charleston 
Anne Marie Henderson ----- --- - --- - Greenville Scott John Bliss Stier _______ Apollo Beach, Fla. 
Holly Beth Hyams ----------- -------- Clemson Bonnie Jean Winn ---- -------- Pensacola, Fla. 
*Steven Anthony Iacono --------------- Sumter 
Sociology 
Chester Dermld Davis ---------- Sarasota, Fla. Lisa Ayne Kertesz _________ Bernardsville, N. J. 
Shanna Marie Evans ----- - --------- Jonesville Jennifer Cary Sherer ------------ - ---- Chapin 
Katherine Nealy Holder ----------- --- Six Mile 
DOUBLE MAJOR 
Economics and Polltlcal Science 
Benjamin James Madden ------------ Rock Hiii 
English and French 
***Brian Gregory Powell ------------- Clemson 
History and Psychology 
Scott Nelson Schnelder _____ New Vernon, N. J. 
COLLEGE OF NURSING 
OPAL SHEPARD HIPPS, Dean 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
Nursing 
Sue Sawyer Condon ------------ - ---- Six Mlle Michelle LaDonna Kelley ----------- Greenville 
David Enoch Cothran, Jr. ------------ Anderson Melanie Paige Lee -------------- Spartanburg 
Sonya Lee Cothran -------------------- Belton *Sandra Whitfield Lowe -------------- Seneca 
Amy Susanne Foy ------------------ Columbia · Kirsten Janet Ortolf ---------- Bridgeton, N. J. 
Elizabeth Ruth Hanna ______ Lawrenceville, Ga. Pamela Kay Perrin ------------------ Columbia 
Sally Kate Jenkins ------------- Lexington, Ky. Brenda Lynne Roberts _________ Libertyville, Ill. 
Michelle Pruitt Jones -------------- Anderson Carla Margarita Sullivan ---------- Atlanta, Ga. 
COLLEGE OF SCIENCES 
BOBBY GUINN WIXSON, Dean 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
Blologlcal Sciences 
Michelle Theresa Blackwell _ Virginia Beach, Va. Brian Michael Hamer _____ Pompton Lakes, N. J. 
Geology 
Allen Dean McElroy Albuquerque, N. M. 
Mathematical Sciences 
Michael James Dowhy ------- ------ Cary, N. C. Kristine Nocht Hunnicutt -------------- Seneca 
Joel Thomas Corbett 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
Biochemistry 
Camden Kelli Friddle --------------------- Honea Path 
Biological Sciences 
Brent Paul Mahoney ----------------- Clemson *Michael Scott Schmidt ---------------- Alken 
William Frank Marullo --------------- Clemson John Gragg Shelton ________ Anchorage, Alaska 
Michael Brian Moss -------------- Fountain Inn Angela Gentry Swaney ------------- Pendleton 
Matthew Tran Payne ------------ Morrow, Ohio Catherine Jane Wright ------- Indianapolis, Ind. 
t*Alice Kay Pilgrim --------------- Pendleton David Scott Wunschel ----------- Carroll, Iowa 
David H. Salisbury --------- Wesley Hills, N. Y. 
Chemletry 
David Craig Cooper -------------- Conyers, Ga. Matthew Richard Nelson -------- North Augusta 
Jamie Shane Johnson ------------ Johnsonville **Qlheng James Shen ------------------ Greer 
Computer Information Systems 
Kenneth Bradley Bean _________ Macedon, N. Y. **Carole Ann Slagh ------------------ Central 
David Michael Finley ----------------- Laurens t**Cynthla Carole Tackett ____ Kingsport, Tenn. 
Sandy Fulmer --------------------- Charleston Tonya Denise White -------------- Norwalk, Ct. 
Matthew Leonard Hopkins ------------- Sumter Scott William Young --------------- Walterboro 
Computer Science 
Daniel Joseph Codespoli , Jr. _________ Chesnee Mark Kenneth Metze ---------------- Edgefield 
Rodney Eric Cummings ----------- -- Ridgeville Gary Ruehl Mohr --------------------- Seneca 
**P. Suzanne Ethier ______________ Spartanburg Judith Suzanne Ralston ______ Kingsport, Tenn. 
***Charles Robert Geib ___ Ft. Lauderdale, Fla. Truman David Roper, Jr. _________ Garner, N. C. 
Scott C. Hammel ---------------- Sojourn, Ala. Ted Eldon Rousey __________________ Anderson 
Scott Douglas Killen _______________ Charleston **Darren Shay Seigler --------- ------ Round 0 
Robert Scott McAlister ________ Asheboro, N. C. 
Mathematical Sciences 
Kathleen Paige Munsey _________ Raleigh, N. C. Christi Lee Roberts - - ---- ------ Centreville, Va. 
Joseph Spencer Richardson ________ Charleston 
Medical Technology 
Lila Elizabeth Lindler --------------- Newberry 
M lcroblology 
Chae Yong Che ------------------- - Columbia Polly Marie Mitchiner - - - - - - ---- West Columbia 
Amanda Gail Larson --- - ------------ Columbia Margaret Mae Peden ----------- - - --- ___ Pelzer 
Julie Lucynda Liddle - - ------------- - Barnwell Wendy Maureen Smalls ------ - - - ------- Vance 
Physics 
t**Adrian Glenn Jones ------- ---- - Great Falls Stephen Franklin Roberts - ------- - - Greenville 
Paul Andrew Jones, Jr. --- ----------- Bowman 
*Cum laude: A grade point ratio of 3.40 to 3.69 
**Magna cum laude: A grade point ratio of 3.70 to 3.89 
***Summa cum laude: A grade point ratio of 3.90 to 4.00 
tSenior Departmental Honors: The students so designated have earned a B or better In the six to 
twelve credits of honors work at the upper division level in a program designed by their department. 
They have maintained a minimum GPA overall of 3.40. They appear In the line of march with an 
honors medallion on an orange and purple ribbon. 
Coat of Arms 
Designed by Clemson University graphic artist, 
Connie Floyd, the coat of arms represents the historic 
three-fold mission of this institution: teaching, research 
and service. 
Pictured on the cover, the coat of arms is divided 
into three parts. The bottom contains a series of open 
books representing the concept of teaching as the ba-
sis of the land-grant university. The white of the books 
and the purple of the background designate the teach-
ing mission of the University as it is achieved through 
undergraduate and graduate instruction. 
The upper portion of the shield contains two sets 
of calipers and wheat sheaves illustrating the measure-
ment system for research, as well as Clemson's tradi-
tion in agriculture and Extension. The three symbols -
the books, calipers and wheat sheaves - also repre-
sent the humanities, technology and science. 
The entire shield is joined by a small orange cen-
ter shield bearing a white tiger mask symbolizing the 
abiding spirit of Clemson. 
The crest is a gold palmetto tree, which emphasizes. 
Thomas Green Clemson's desire that Clemson become 
"the people's university" for South Carolinians. It rises 
from a band of purple, orange, white and gold. The 
outer pair of colors, purple and gold, are the official 
colors of the University; the inner pair, orange and 
white, are Clemson's student colors. 
Historical Statement 
Clemson University is named for Thomas Green Clemson (1807-1888), who 
left the bulk of his estate to the State of South Carolina for the founding of the 
institution. 
Thomas Clemson was born in Philadelphia in 1807 and educated at the Royal 
School of Mines in Paris (1828-1832). His early profession was that of a mining 
engineer; but circumstances diverted his interests into politics and the life of a 
southern planter, and he soon became an enthusiastic advocate of scientific agri-
culture. He had a career as a diplomat (charge d'affairs to Belgium, 1844-1852) 
and served as the first Superintendent of Agricultural Affairs in Washington (1860). 
As a scientist he published numerous articles in the fields of mining, chemistry, 
and agriculture. His varied activities included his assistance in the founding of 
the Maryland Agricultural College, his support of the Morrill Act, his leadership 
in South Carolina after the Civil War, and his part in founding Clemson University. 
Thomas Clemson was the son-in-law of South Carolina's John C. Calhoun, 
a political figure of national importance during the first half of the nineteenth 
century. Mr. Calhoun's home, Fort Hill, is preserved on the Clemson Campus as 
a national shrine. 
The academic program at Clemson College began in 1893 with an enrollment 
of 446. The first "college prospectus" announced only two four-year curricula, 
supplemented by two two-year preparatory courses. Today the University has 
ten major academic units. These are the College of Agricultural Sciences, the 
College of Architecture, the College of Commerce and Industry, the College of 
Education, the College of Engineering, the College of Forest and Recreation 
Resources, the College of Liberal Arts, the College of Nursing, the College of 
Sciences, and the Graduate School. 
The institution is an accredited member of the Southern Association of Col-
leges and Schools; various curricula are accredited by the National Architectural 
Accrediting Board, National League for Nursing, Society of American Foresters, 
American Assembly of Collegiate Schools of Business, Accreditation Board for 
Engineering and Technology, and National Council for Accreditation of Teacher 
Education. 
Clemson is a land-grant institution. As such, it is engaged not only in its 
primary academic program, but does extensive research at the main campus 
and at five agricultural experiment stations located in the State. The University 
is also heavily committed to a varied program of public service, including the 
work of agricultural extension which has professional personnel located in each 
of the State's counties. 
CLEMSON ALMA MATER 
A. C. Corcoran, '19 
Where the Blue Ridge yawns its greatness, 
Where the Tigers play; 
Here the sons of dear old Clemson 
Reign supreme alway. 
Chorus 
Dear old Clemson, we will triumph 
And with all our might, 
That the Tiger's roar may echo 
O'er the mountain height. 
We will dream of great conquests, 
For our past is grand, 
And her sons have fought and conquered 
Every foreign land. 
Where the mountains smile in grandeur 
O'er the hill and dale. 
Here the Tiger lair is nestling 
Swept by storm and gale. 
We are brothers strong in manhood, 
For we work and strive; 
And our alma mater reigneth 
Ever in our lives. 
' 
Dec. 30, 1991 
